EXCLUSIVE WINDOW COLLECTION
Series 4000/5000 | Series 4000/5000 Hybrid

QUALITY WINDOWS & DOORS. GREAT SERVICE. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

northstarwindows.com

North Star has long been a leader in setting trends, most
notably through the quality of our products. A deeper
look reveals what makes the Series 4000/5000 truly unique.

SERIES 4000/5000

Available in two frame
depths – 4-½″ (4000 Series)
and 5-¼″ (5000 Series)
– this full frame window
positions the insulated glass
unit on the warm side of
the building envelope (the
interior wall of your home),
for reduced condensation
and greater comfort.
Available in a single-hung,
single-slider, casement,
and awning.

SERIES 4000/5000 HYBRID

Architecturally inspired, our
Hybrid Series window has
the same features as the
vinyl 4000/5000 series,
and offers the benefits of
an aluminum exterior in
one innovative window
system. This durable design
unites the clean lines of
an aluminum exterior with
the easy maintenance and
energy efficiency of a
vinyl interior.

IMPRESSIVE FEATURES, UNEQUALED PERFORMANCE
VIRTUALLY MAINTENANCEFREE EXTERIORS

Pilkington Activ™ Self-Cleaning
Glass is available in every North
Star window.
This optional self-cleaning glass
features a unique treatment that
allows the glass to break down
organic dirt that collects on the
surface. Dirt then washes away
with the next rain.

STANDARD SELF-LOCKING LATCH

Standard self-locking hardware,
available on the single- or
double-hung and slider, provides
homeowners even greater security
and peace of mind.

STYLISH ACCESSORIES

USER-FRIENDLY SCREENS

RECESSED FINGER LATCH

BRICKMOLD OPTIONS

North Star offers a range of
accessory options, including wood
or vinyl jamb extensions that make
a seamless transition from the
window frame to your interior
finish. Exterior accessories include
brickmold with built in siding
J-channel and nail fins for ease
of installation, and a weather-tight
seal to the outdoors.

A simple, concealed latching
system that is easy to operate,
yet offers superior security.

North Star’s innovative
EZ-Screen comes
standard in all Casement
and Awning windows.
Featuring a completely
hidden retention system,
EZ-Screen has smooth
edges that won’t snag on
draperies and is incredibly
easy to use – just pushdown and pull-out!

Series 5000 Hybrid
with 2” Brickmold
and sill extension

Series 5000 Hybrid
with 2” Brickmold

CUSTOM SHAPE WINDOWS

CASEMENT WINDOWS

AWNING WINDOWS

SINGLE SLIDER WINDOWS

PICTURE WINDOWS

SINGLE-HUNG WINDOWS

Make your house
not only a home, but
also a work of art by
adding custom shape
picture or single-hung
windows. They are designed just for you to enhance
the style and architectural detailing of your home.

Awning windows improve
airflow and protect your home
from the elements, making
them an excellent solution for
basements, near walkways or above doors and
other windows for increased ventilation and light.

Available in extrusions that match
all of our operating windows, the
picture window’s simplicity makes
it the most versatile of our line.
They can be combined in a series
of fixed and operable windows to enhance
your décor and view.

Contemporary styling and convenience is
built right in to offer clean sightlines for an
unobstructed view. They open and close
easily with the simple turn of a handle.
Durable multi-point locking hardware
comes standard.

Offering a large, unobstructed
view, our sliders operate with
finger-tip ease. Sashes of our
single sliders, lift out for cleaning.

Single-hung tilt windows deliver
traditional beauty with improved security,
lower maintenance and increased energy
efficiency. Featuring self closing locks
and recessed finger latches, the sashes
slide and tilt in for easy, safe cleaning. The standard
Constant Force Balance system provides a smooth
and effortless way to open and close your windows.

COLORS

The vinyl 4000/5000 series is available only in white interior and exterior.
The Hybrid series allows you to choose from an assortment of traditional
earth tones and exciting architectural colors.

Exterior Aluminum–Hybrid

Interior

WHITE

WHITE

CHARCOAL

SLATE

WHITE

FAUX BRONZE

TAN SAND

SATIN NICKEL

BLACK

Due to variations in the printing process,
the colors shown may not be exact. Ask your
North Star dealer to show you an actual color
sample. E.&O.E. Specifications are subject
to change without notice.

OIL RUBBED
BRONZE

BRUSHED
ANTIQUE CHROME

GRILLE STYLES

The beauty of your North Star windows can be enhanced through traditional or contemporary
grilles, available in four profiles: ¼″ flat, ⅝″ flat, ¾″ contour and ⅞″ SDL.

¼” FLAT

⅝” FLAT

¾” CONTOUR

GRILLE CONFIGURATIONS

CUSTOM &
ARCHITECTURAL

REGULAR
SQUARES

⅞

” SDL
Available in Casement,
Awning and Pictures
series only

PRAIRIE

MUSKOKA

GRILLE TYPES

Between The Glass (BTG)
Our BTG grilles are encased between the two panes of insulating glass,
leaving a smooth surface that’s a breeze to clean. Grilles between the
glass are available in white, pewter, brass and in colors to match the
interior and exterior finishes of our windows and doors.
Simulated Divided Lites (SDL)
Our SDL grilles are applied to the outer surfaces of the insulated glass
for a more traditional profile and offer the outstanding performance of
our energy-efficient windows. Exterior grilles are available in colors to
match our exterior color options, while interior grilles come in white.
Exterior view of a SDL grille.

The strong relationship we have with our various manufacturing partners
has helped us maintain our reputation for leadership, innovation and the
production of windows and doors of impeccable quality.
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